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Abstract. Using 5 years of Cluster data, we present a de-
tailed statistical analysis of magnetic fluctuations associated
with mirror structures in the magnetosheath. We especially
focus on the shape of these fluctuations which, in addition
to quasi-sinusoidal forms, also display deep holes and high
peaks. The occurrence frequency and the most probable
location of the various types of structures is discussed, to-
gether with their relation to local plasma parameters. While
these properties have previously been correlated to theβ of
the plasma, we emphasize here the influence of the distance
to the linear mirror instability threshold. This enables us
to interpret the observations of mirror structures in a stable
plasma in terms of bistability and subcritical bifurcation. The
data analysis is supplemented by the prediction of a quasi-
static anisotropic MHD model and hybrid numerical simula-
tions in an expanding box aimed at mimicking the magne-
tosheath plasma. This leads us to suggest a scenario for the
formation and evolution of mirror structures.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosheath;
Plasma waves and instabilities) – Space plasma physics
(Waves and instabilities)

1 Introduction

In a magnetized plasma, mirror modes and mirror structures
are slowly evolving states, in which the magnetic fluctuations
are compressible and in approximate pressure balance, lead-
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ing to anti-correlated magnetic and plasma pressure (density)
fluctuations. They are non-propagating in the rest frame of
the plasma, when the later is homogeneous, but a drift ve-
locity can result for example from variations of the ambiant
field. They differ from the slow MHD modes and structures
by the fact that the quasi-equilibrium is mainly based on the
temperature anisotropy and not on a slow propagation. The
time evolution of the linear mode can correspond either to an
increase or to a decrease of the fluctuation magnitude (i.e. to
instability or damping), depending on the value of the zero
order anisotropy with respect to a threshold value, for which
the temperature perpendicular to the ambiant magnetic field
is larger than the parallel one. The nonlinear structures may
be due to the nonlinear evolution of the instability, but the lin-
ear threshold value has anyway a pivotal role in the physics.
To avoid any confusion, the terminology adopted in relation
with mirror mode physics must be specified. In the follow-
ing and in agreement with the common use of the literature,
we shall use the terms “mode” and “wave” in relation with
the solution of the linearized kinetic equations in the low-
frequency regime. We shall call “mirror structures” what we
consider to be the nonlinear extension of the linear mirror
mode. The object of the present paper is to investigate how
these structures look like and how they form.

While one-spacecraft data were not sufficient to prop-
erly estimate the typical scales, two-spacecraft (Fazaker-
ley and Southwood, 1994) and then multi-spacecraft anal-
ysis have shown that mirror modes are elongated in a di-
rection making a small angle with the ambient magnetic
field (Lucek et al., 2001; Walker et al., 2002; Horbury et
al., 2004; Sahraoui et al., 2006). Furthermore, the mag-
netic fluctuations within these structures are often observed
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to be far from being sinusoidal and are rather displayed as
trains of large-amplitude holes or peaks, and in some in-
stances solitary structures. The morphology of mirror struc-
tures is in fact a long standing issue. Magnetic depressions
(holes) or enhancements (peaks) were observed in temper-
ature anisotropic, highβ magnetosheath plasmas of a va-
riety of celestial bodies which provide a natural location
for mirror instability. Trains of magnetic holes and peaks
were observed by Voyager 1 in the heliosheath and inter-
preted as mirror structures (Burlaga et al., 2006, 2007; Génot,
2008). Liu et al. (2006) (see also references therein) ob-
served mirror modes ahead of interplanetary coronal mass
ejections (ICME) preceded by shocks. Magnetic fluctuations
mostly appear as large holes in regions where the plasma
is marginally unstable with respect to the linear instabil-
ity. These observations exhibit the presence of a plasma
depletion layer (PDL) resembling those of planetary mag-
netosheaths. For Saturn, Voyager observations made on the
dayside were reported byBavassano Cattaneo et al.(1998).
The authors track the evolution of mirror structures from a
quasi-perpendicular bow shock to the magnetopause. The
observed structures evolve from quasi-sinusoidal waves to
non-periodic structures, consisting of both magnetic peaks
and holes, and, finally, to holes in the PDL close to the mag-
netopause. For Jupiter, spiky structures were reported for the
first time byErdös and Balogh(1996). A more recent and
thorough survey of all the Jovian magnetometer data (Joy et
al., 2006) shows that 33% of the observed structures are ei-
ther holes or peaks, with peaks primarily observed on the
day side in the highβ plasma of the middle magnetosheath,
and holes mostly in lowβ plasma near the magnetopause
and on the flanks. In the Earth context, observations of mir-
ror structures are available since the early measurements by
Explorer 12 (Kaufmann et al., 1970); Leckband et al.(1995)
using AMPTE-UKS termed the observed peaks “monolithic”
structures. Equator-S observations of peaks and holes have
been reported byLucek et al.(1999) but the spatial distribu-
tion of these structures was not investigated further and no
information on the plasma parameters are available for this
spacecraft. Later on, when studying kinetic aspects of the
mirror mode,Génot et al.(2001) listed a number of mirror
mode events observed by AMPTE-UKS & IRM and some
of them were tagged “spiky up” and “spiky down” by con-
trast with the more sinusoidal ones. However, in this case
also, it was difficult to draw any conclusion on the occurrence
conditions, as the plasma data were scarce in these intervals,
except for the 21 September 1984 13:13–13:36 IRM event
which exhibits very deep magnetic holes (δB/B'0.6) in a
mirror stable region, a peculiarity which will be addressed in
the following.

For the solar wind,Winterhalter et al.(1994) made a sur-
vey of magnetic holes observed by Ulysses and examined
their possible relationship with mirror instability. They found
that holes tend to occur in the interaction regions where fast
streams overtake the ambient solar wind and the plasma is

marginally stable. Using the same detection criterion on a
larger set of data from Ulysses, Helios 1 & 2 and Voyager 2,
Sperveslage et al.(2000) reinterpreted magnetic holes as a
combination of both mirror modes and solitons. Mirror mode
dynamics is indeed not the only theory proposed to account
for the observed magnetic peaks and holes. For instance
Stasiewicz(2004a,b) (see also references therein) interpreted
Cluster observations in term of trains of slow magnetosonic
solitons, which are nonlinear wave solutions of Hall-MHD
equations, an approach initiated byBaumg̈artel et al.(1997)
andBaumg̈artel(1999).

Several models in connection with observations have been
proposed (Joy et al., 2006; Tátrallyay and Erd̈os, 2002) to
explain the evolution of mirror modes from the bow shock to
the magnetopause, whereas computational (Pantellini, 1998;
Baumg̈artel et al., 2003) or theoretical (Kivelson and South-
wood, 1996) works investigated how these structures could
be formed. In the context of Jupiter’s magnetosheath,Joy
et al. (2006) follow this last model and synthesize the pic-
ture by noting that magnetic peaks could be the signature of
nonlinear saturation of mirror modes; hole structures are also
observed and interpreted as collapsing structures in a plasma
near the linear mirror threshold, a phase termed stochas-
tic decay as individual structures are supposed to decay at
different rates. A relation between the shape of the struc-
tures and the local plasma parameters is suggested: peaks
are mostly observed in highβ regions, and holes in lowβ
regions in agreement with the model byPantellini(1998). In
the model ofKivelson and Southwood(1996), the return to
marginal stability is made possible by the formation of mag-
netic fluctuations with slight compressions and large depres-
sions, which would favor peaks.

The formation mechanism for both magnetic peaks and
holes, and in particular their relation with the mirror insta-
bility, is however not fully understood. Insight was given
by observations byErdös and Balogh(1996) in which the
signature of a bistable behavior between region of high and
low magnetic field was evidenced. To account for this ob-
servation,Baumg̈artel(2001) constructed a fluid model with
a double polytropic closure equation which revealed that
magnetic holes can survive mirror stable plasma conditions,
while peaks cannot. This is a signature of a bistability phe-
nomenon which is related to the existence of a sub-critical
bifurcation. In this paper, we rely on this concept to ana-
lyze mirror structures in the Earth magnetosheath with Clus-
ter data. Through the use of both magnetic field and plasma
data, we develop discriminating methods to identify mirror
events among magnetosheath passes and to assign them a
shape related to the skewness of the magnetic field distri-
bution.

Observations lack the dynamical perspective and are af-
fected by spatial/temporal effects. Therefore, in order to
complement the observational approach, we discuss recent
numerical and theoretical models that compare favorably
with our observations. For this purpose, we consider hybrid
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particles-in-cell simulations of the Vlasov-Maxwell equa-
tions, developed to investigate the effect of a slow expan-
sion on a magnetosheath-like plasma and low frequency tur-
bulence (Trávńıcek et al., 2007). This approach enables us
to present a dynamical perspective on the mirror mode evo-
lution and in particular to point out peak-to-hole transition,
together with the phenomenon of bistability. We also rely
on the theoretical work ofPassot et al.(2006) to provide a
basis to the bistability phenomenon. More recent theoretical
works aimed to understand mirror mode dynamics include
Borgogno et al.(2007); Kuznetsov et al.(2007a,b); Califano
et al.(2008).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
data selection and the way magnetosheath passes are identi-
fied. The methods we employ to characterize mirror struc-
tures are discussed in Sect. 3 and tested in Sect. 4 on a case
study. Section 5 presents statistics on the structure locations
and discusses correlations with in-situ parameters. Obser-
vational results are compared with numerical and theoretical
models in Sect. 6. Our main results are summarized in the
Conclusion.

2 Data and magnetosheath model

2.1 Data

Five years (1 February 2001 to 31 December 2005) of the
Cluster mission are considered. Cluster 1 magnetic field
(FGM, Balogh et al., 2001) and on-board calculated ion mo-
ments (from the HIA experiment on the CIS instrument,
Rème et al., 2001) data are used at 4 s resolution. Based on
the same dataset a statistical analysis of mirror mode occur-
rence (localisation, fluctuation amplitude) has recently been
published byGénot et al.(2009). The results compare fa-
vorably with those of a study based on ten years of ISEE
data (Verigin et al., 2006). Cluster orbital configuration is
ideally designed to study the magnetosheath whose various
regions are correctly sampled in our analysis, with a majority
of events close to the magnetopause. A web-based version of
the statistical analysis tool developed at CDPP (the French
Plasma Physics Data Centre) and used in this study is avail-
able at the URL:cdpp-amda.cesr.fr. Access is granted upon
request (mail to amda@cesr.fr).

2.2 Magnetosheath identification

The first step of our analysis is to determine whether Cluster
is located in the magnetosheath. Data are analyzed by 5 min
window: a delay procedure is applied to obtain associated
solar wind and IMF parameters from ACE. Shock and mag-
netopause models, as described byVerigin et al.(2006) and
Shue et al.(1997) respectively, are computed dynamically
from these parameters in order to locate Cluster as “inside”
or “outside” the magnetosheath.

2.3 Fractional distance in the magnetosheath

We will make use of the fractional distance

F =
r − rMP

rBS − rMP

(1)

introduced byVerigin et al.(2006) to normalize event posi-
tions in the magnetosheath. Here,r is the Cluster geocentric
distance,rMP the geocentric distance to the magnetopause
(which is a function of the zenith angle, the solar wind ram
pressure and IMFBz) andrBS the geocentric distance to the
bow shock (which is a function of the zenith and clock an-
gles, the upstream Alfv́en and Mach numbers and the an-
gle between the solar wind velocity and IMF vectors). As a
consequenceF=0 at the magnetopause andF=1 at the bow
shock.

3 Mirror mode characterization

Identification of mirror mode events has been a long standing
issue. Both slow mode and mirror modes indeed display anti-
correlated magnetic and density fluctuations. Moreover, both
mirror and ion cyclotron modes develop in the presence of
temperature anisotropy (T⊥>T‖). It has nevertheless been
predicted byGary et al.(1993) and observed byAnderson
et al.(1994) that due to the presence of heavier ions (mainly
helium) in the magnetosheath, mirror instability dominates
for β>1, which is the most common situation. This condition
is confirmed by recent simulations byTrávńıcek et al.(2007)
(β‖≥0.35).

Various methods have been developed to discriminate be-
tween the various low-frequency modes and isolate mirror
modes. They include transport ratio (Song et al., 1994; Den-
ton et al., 1995), minimum variance analysis (Tátrallyay and
Erdös, 2005), 2- and 4-spacecraft methods (Chisham et al.,
1999; Génot et al., 2001; Balikhin et al., 2003; Horbury et al.,
2004), 90◦ B/Vz phase difference (Lin et al., 1998). A com-
prehensive review of these approaches is given inSchwartz
et al.(1996).

3.1 Identification of mirror-like structures

Magnetic field variations associated with mirror modes are
almost linearly polarized in the direction of the ambient field.
They may be of large amplitude (a few 10%). From these
characteristics, a criterion has been established which fol-
lows closely those used byTátrallyay and Erd̈os (2005);
Soucek et al.(2008); Génot et al.(2009); it requires two con-
ditions:

– in order to select a linear polarization with field vari-
ations in directions close to that of the ambient mag-
netic field, the angle between the maximum variance
direction and the mean magnetic field is prescribed to
be smaller than 20◦.
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– to prescribe relatively large amplitude, the variance of
the field must be larger than 10%.

In order to perform a statistical survey over 5 years of data,
we use relatively low resolution data (4 s), which limits the
lower sampled mirror event size to 8 s. From a 2 month sur-
vey with high resolution Cluster data,Soucek et al.(2008)
found that mirror events were distributed as a bell-shaped
distribution with 98% of events falling into the 4s-24s inter-
val and with a mean of 12 s. This shows that our data set is
undersampled, as it misses events in the 4 to 8 s length. This
corresponds to the structures with a smaller spatial scale (of
the order of 10 local Larmor radii) even though flow velocity
and field geometry do affect the observed temporal scales.
The way the scale of events affects the statistics still remains
to be studied with higher resolution data.

The above criterion is applied to all 5 min magnetosheath
intervals selected in Sect. 2.1. The mean magnetic field is
calculated on 10 min window, and the Minimum Variance
Analysis (MVA) (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967) is performed
on 5 min windows. The sensitivity of the results was tested
against the variation of these time windows and revealed no
major difference. At this stage, we do not make any restric-
tion on the values of plasma parameters, as we are interested
in mirror-like structures appearing above as well as below
the linear mirror instability threshold given by Eq. (2). No
constraint has been imposed on the eigenvaluesλ resulting
from the MVA. Indeed, as noted byGénot et al.(2001), mir-
ror modes are more frequently observed with an elliptic po-
larization than with the linear polarization predicted by the
linear theory for plane waves. We checked that restraining
our data set to linearly polarized events (for instance with
the condition: λint/λmax≤0.2 andλmin/λint≥0.3) does not
significantly alter the conclusions. Note thatTátrallyay and
Erdös (2005) supplement their criterion with a condition on
the symmetry of the structures which essentially selects mag-
netic depressions. Therefore, only “dip” or “hole” mirror
structures are discussed in that paper. Automatic detection
of data patterns is a difficult task and it is possible that com-
pressional structures other than mirror modes (e.g. quasi-
perpendicular shocks) may be retained by our algorithm. It
is however difficult to evaluate the proportion of such misin-
terpreted events.

3.2 Mirror condition

The general form of the threshold condition for the mirror in-
stability in a plasma composed of electrons, protons and al-
pha particules (He2+) with bi-Maxwellian distribution func-
tions and evaluated in the low-frequency,long-wavelength
limit of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations reads (Stix, 1962;
Hall, 1979; Hellinger, 2007)

∑
s=p,α,e

βs⊥

(
Ts⊥

Ts‖

− 1

)
> 1 +

( ∑
s=p,α,e

nsqs

Ts⊥

Ts‖

)2

2
∑

s=p,α,e

(nsqs)
2

βs‖

(2)

wheren, q andT are the density, the charge and the temper-
ature, respectively andβ=2µ0nkT /B2. Subscripts⊥ and
‖ stands for the directions with respect to the ambient mag-
netic fieldB, ande, p andα for electrons, protons and alpha
respectively. In the case of cold electrons, the previous con-
dition reduces to

βp⊥

(
Tp⊥

Tp‖

− 1

)
+ βα⊥

(
Tα⊥

Tα‖

− 1

)
> 1, (3)

In the detector used in this study (HIA, see Sect. 2) ions are
binned according to their energy per charge ratio. Therefore
proton and alpha particles are generally mixed and moments
are averages over these populations (we use the subscripti

for ions). In order to characterize the plasma with respect to
the mirror instability, we thus define the mirror parameter by

CM = βi⊥

(
Ti⊥

Ti‖

− 1

)
. (4)

CM−1 is then the distance to threshold. From Eq. (3), the
conditionCM<1 (CM>1) corresponds to mirror stable (un-
stable) plasma, whileCM=1 refers to marginal stability, for
which the linear growth rate is zero.

Although ion species are not separately discriminated we
evaluated the error introduced by computing averaged ion
moments rather than individual ones. With the typical val-
uesTα‖/Tp‖=4, nα/np=0.04 and an alpha anisotropy equal
to the proton one we obtain∼6% overestimation of theCM

value. This figure increases up to 10% for large alpha to pro-
ton anisotropy and/or density ratios. Such an overestimation
is however still within the overall measurement uncertainties.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, previous
equations apply for bi-Maxwellian plasmas only. Linear the-
ory of the mirror instability with arbitrary distribution func-
tions has been considered inShapiro and Shevchenko(1964);
Pokhotelov et al.(2002); Hellinger (2007); Califano et al.
(2008). In particular, simulations byCalifano et al.(2008)
show that near threshold initially Gaussian distributions are
flattened by quasi-linear effects for small velocities, which
requires the use of the full criterion

−
mp

pB

∫
v4
⊥

4

∂f

∂v2
‖

d3v − β⊥ − 1 > 0 (5)

wheref is the distribution function,pB is the magnetic pres-
sure andmp the proton mass.

3.3 Peaks and holes identification

An automatized detection of structures is a prerequisite for
any long term analysis.Tátrallyay and Erd̈os (2005), an-
alyzing 10 years of ISEE-1, used an algorithm searching
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Fig. 1. Skewnesses of composite peak and hole structures obtained by varying the fluctuation amplitudes (top panels) and the number of
structures on a given interval (bottom panels). Abscissae are arbitrary.

for symmetrical shapes of magnetic depressions.Joy et al.
(2006) proposed a statistical method based on the determina-
tion of the background magnetic field level. For our analy-
sis, we consider the list of 5 min magnetosheath intervals in
which mirror-like structures were detected by the algorithm
steps described earlier; we then compute the skewness (i.e.
the normalized third moment) of the distribution of the mag-
netic fluctuations (δB=B−<B>, where the average is taken
on a 10 min window). A positive (negative) value reflects a
distribution skewed towards higher (smaller) values, which
corresponds to an interval dominated by peaks (holes). A
vanishing or small value corresponds to sinusoidal-like (sym-
metric) fluctuations or alternatively to an interval composed
of peaks and holes equally distributed. The latter regime is
usually associated with transition periods. The method was
proved to be efficient by showing it correctly captures peak-
or hole-filled intervals identified by visual inspection.

Simultaneously to our analysis, an alternative and some-
what more refined algorithm based on the peakness of the
distribution was developed and used bySoucek et al.(2008),

The peakness is defined as the skewness of the time series
representing the total wavelet content, between two chosen
scales, of the original magnetic field fluctuations. In a way
similarly to that of our method, negative (positive) peakness
of a given interval corresponds to magnetic holes (peaks).

Figure1 shows changes in the skewness value when fluc-
tuations are varied. Top panels show that varying the am-
plitude δB/B0 while preserving the same underlying shape
does not affect the skewness whose sign is simply reversed
when fluctuations are changed from holes (left,B0−|δB|) to
peaks (right,B0+|δB|). On the bottom panels, the shape
of the holes is the same as in the top panels, but five (left)
and seven (right) holes are removed. Consequently the skew-
ness decreases from−0.77 to−1.81 and−2.68, respectively.
This indicates that larger (smaller) values of the skewness are
not related to higher (deeper) structures but to a larger devia-
tion from the sinusoidal shape which also translates into the
presence of more isolated structures. Analyzing the ampli-
tude of these structures would require a more refined algo-
rithm (see for instanceSoucek et al., 2008).

www.ann-geophys.net/27/601/2009/ Ann. Geophys., 27, 601–615, 2009
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4 Case study: 15 March 2001

In order to validate the above algorithm, we present in Fig.2
observations which satisfy the mirror conditions on the mag-
netic field fluctuations and exhibit, during the course of a few
hours, both holes and peaks, separated by a sharp transition.
It appears that this transition is due to an abrupt change in the
direction of the IMF, associated with a variation in the solar
wind velocity. Data are from the Cluster and ACE satellites
on 15 March 2001 from 02:23 to 04:00 (as recorded by Clus-
ter), during which the conditions expressed above for mirror
mode selection are almost totally fulfilled in each 5 min sub-
interval (grey color refers to the time intervals where they
are not). The solar wind data are averaged on a 20-min win-
dow and the time delay between ACE and Cluster is about
3500 s until 03:10 and then steadily increases to 3700 s at
04:00. Cluster is mainly moving along the+Xgse direction
from [10.0, 1.2, 9.0]RE to [12.9, 0.2, 8.6]RE , away from
the magnetopause and towards the bow shock. Cluster satel-
lites are separated by about 0.1RE and ACE is positioned at
[226.6,−37.6, 1.3]RE . From visual inspection of the vari-

ations of the magnetic field amplitude, one identifies a first
interval consisting mainly of holes followed by a second in-
terval of peaks. A sharp transition occurs at 03:24. We detail
below these two sequences.

4.1 Holes: 02:25–03:24

We consider the interval 02:25–03:24 which presents a se-
ries of several contiguous 5 min mirror intervals, 02:25:00–
02:52:30 and 02:57:30–03:02:30, and non-mirror intervals
(shaded on Fig.2). When focusing on mirror intervals, the
fractional distanceF evolves from 0.25 to 0.45, confirm-
ing that the satellites are moving away from the magne-
topause. The fractional distance is computed every 20 s, and
so are the distance to mirror threshold and the skewness (for
which the distribution is taken on 5 min window). The skew-
ness varies from 0 to−1.8 with a mean value around−0.5:
the magnetic field is indeed shaped as holes. A very deep
isolated hole (skewness=−1.8) with a small magnetic field
(B=1.7 nT,δB/B=0.9) and lasting about 20 s is observed at
02:30. Throughout this interval the plasma is mirror unstable

Ann. Geophys., 27, 601–615, 2009 www.ann-geophys.net/27/601/2009/
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(CM>1), except for a short period when the deep hole is ob-
served. We shall come back to this apparent peculiarity in
the course of the discussion.

4.2 Peaks: 03:24–04:00

In the second interval Cluster 1 observes mirror structures
located in the middle magnetosheath (0.45<F<0.55). They
are mostly shaped as peaks during two intervals (during the
first one, the skewness is close to 0.5, while in the second
one, it ranges between 0.5 and 1), separated by a mixed struc-
tures interval (skewness close to−0.15). The plasma is mir-
ror unstable withCM>1.5 in most of the interval.

The sharp transition between the two ranges, observed at
03:24, is due to IMF turning and decelerating solar wind.
Indeed, ACE data shifted accordingly (not shown) exhibit a
rotation in the magnetic field (from 30◦ to 70◦ for ̂(Bx, By)

and from 0◦ to 50◦ for ̂(Bx, Bz)) and a sharp decrease in the
solar wind velocity from 390 km/s to 370 km/s, exactly at this
time. The transition between the two magnetosheath regions
is therefore a spatial effect related to a fast change in the up-
stream solar wind forcing, resulting in the reconfiguration of
associated shocks and local conditions of the magnetosheath.

5 Statistical analysis

Based on the methods described above for determining mag-
netosheath intervals, 5647 linearly polarized compressive
mirror structures were isolated and classified as “holes”
(44%) or “peaks” (30%) depending on the skewness sign
when|skewness|>0.2, or “either” (26%) otherwise. “Either”
means that the structures in the interval are either sinus-like
or a mixture of holes and peaks. This somewhat arbitrary cri-
terion was chosen from visual inspection. The question then
arises of the statistics on hole/peak distributions, in relation
with in-situ parameters.

5.1 Relation with the plasmaβ

In Fig. 3, the skewness is plotted as a function ofβ‖.
For moderateβ‖, observations are gathered toward nega-
tive skewness, whereas largeβ‖(≥4) conditions favor pos-
itive skewness. This positive correlation gives a vanishing
skewness forβ‖'3.5, in agreement with other observational
studies (Erdös and Balogh, 1996; Bavassano Cattaneo et al.,
1998; Joy et al., 2006; Soucek et al., 2008).

As temperature anisotropy is anti-correlated withβ‖

(Anderson et al., 1994; Gary and Lee, 1994; Fuselier et
al., 1994), we expect and indeed observe (not shown)
that smaller anisotropy conditions favor peaks. The anti-
correlation in our data set is such that

T⊥

T‖

= 1 +
a

βb
‖

(6)

Fig. 3. Skewness as a function ofβ‖ for all mirror events detected
in the period 1 February 2001–31 December 2005.

with a=0.47 andb=0.56 in rather good agreement with the
values ofa=0.83 andb=0.58 found for example byFuselier
et al. (1994) (for β‖>1). This formal relation conveys the
idea that the magnetosheath plasma remains in a marginal
stable state with respect to the mirror instability and in a
lesser measure with the ion cyclotron instability,as numeri-
cally demonstrated byHellinger et al.(2003) andTrávńıcek
et al.(2007).

5.2 Location

To localize events in the magnetosheath, we use the fractional
distanceF defined in Eq. (1). Let us first consider struc-
tures in a mirror unstable plasma (CM>1). On the right of
Fig.4, the average skewness is represented in eachF -bin and
shows that peaks are mostly observed in the middle magne-
tosheath (F>0.3). Statistics close to the bow shock are poor
and therefore negative values close to the shock are neither
significant nor meaningful. A more detailed analysis (not
shown) revealed that peaks are observed closer to the shock
for increasing zenith angle; no dawn/dusk asymmetry is ob-
served. Interestingly, if we now include mirror structures in
unstable conditions (CM>0, left of Fig.4), the average skew-
ness close to the magnetopause is highly negative whereas it
approaches zero in the middle magnetosheath. This is re-
lated to the fact that holes may be observed everywhere in
the sheath, with a preference for the vicinity of the magne-
topause and for mirror stable conditions. These findings are
in excellent agreement with Fig. 9 ofJoy et al.(2006) who
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Fig. 4. Average skewness as a function of the fractional distanceF for CM>0 (left) andCM>1 (right). The error bars are proportional to
σ/

√
N whereσ is the standard deviation andN is the number of mirror events in each1F=0.05 bin (Nmin=17 andNmax=709 forCM>0

andNmin=7 andNmax=301 forCM>1).

showed that mirror structures are present everywhere in the
(Jupiter) magnetosheath with peaks appearing preferentially
in the middle sheath and holes close to the magnetopause
at least for the day side magnetosheath data which represent
most of our dataset. Further down the flank their observa-
tions suggest that holes fill the whole magnetosheath. Fi-
nally, the hole/peak localization in the magnetosheath is con-
sistent with theβ spatial distribution (β decreases from the
shock towards the magnetopause) and its dependence on the
skewness discussed in the previous section.

5.3 Influence of the distance to threshold

Authors of similar observational studies (Erdös and Balogh,
1996; Joy et al., 2006) have emphasized the dependence of
the mirror structure shape on the value of beta. However the
way the mirror fluctuations evolve in a plasma is closely re-
lated to the distance to the mirror instability threshold. We
show in the following that although this parameter corre-
sponds to a linear threshold, it is also relevant to order data
in the nonlinear regime for which mirror structures develop.
This parameter is therefore a crucial variable for the physics
of mirror mode dynamics. This also explains why this pa-
rameter is pivotal in all modeling approaches, be they analyt-
ical or computational, as discussed in the next section.

On Fig.5, all events have been binned in intervals of the
mirror parameterCM (Eq. 4). For each bin, the average
skewness is computed as well as error bars. Transitions be-
tween peak/hole (skewness=0) and mirror stable/unstable
(CM=1) have been over-plotted as dash lines. The insert
shows that statistical significance is better (i.e. the number of
observed events maximises) aroundCM=1 which expresses
the tendency of the magnetosheath plasma to be mostly ob-
served in a marginally stable state with respect to the mirror

instability (see for instance the observations reported inAn-
derson et al., 1994).

Inspection of this figure indicates that for increasing values
of CM , mirror magnetic fluctuations associated with unsta-
ble plasma conditions are shaped mostly as holes just above
threshold, and as peaks far from it (the skewness increases up
to 0.6). There is a transitional regime for which the skewness
is close to zero (it vanishes forCM'1.4) and which corre-
sponds to sinusoidal variations or to a mixed regime of holes
and peaks. All shapes of magnetic fluctuations may there-
fore be encountered under unstable plasma conditions. The
striking observation comes from the stable plasma condition
domain (CM<1). In this parameter range, very distinct mag-
netic hole structures are observed. The skewness varies from
−0.3 to−0.7, decreasing on average further off from thresh-
old. It has to be stressed that this represents a general aver-
aged trend, and some observations fall out the strict picture
described above, as illustrated by error bars. These results
are consistent with those ofSoucek et al.(2008) where a
similar positive correlation peakness-distance to threshold is
described.

A bistability phenomenon can be invoked to explain these
observations. This phenomenon expresses the fact that stable
non zero solutions exist in a regime where the trivial solution
is linearly stable. It is related to the presence of a subcriti-
cal bifurcation studied in details inKuznetsov et al.(2007b).
It was first modeled byBaumg̈artel (2001) who performed
fluid numerical simulations to explain the bistable behav-
ior reported in Jovian magnetosheath observations byErdös
and Balogh(1996) (see alsoBaumg̈artel et al., 2003). Exis-
tence of stable localized structures also exist in the context
of anisotropic Hall-MHD (Stasiewicz, 2004a,b) in situations
that are mirror stable. Symmetries of these solutions never-
theless differ from those of the structures observed in direct
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simulations of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations (Califano et
al., 2008). Recently observations in the Earth magnetosheath
with Cluster (Soucek et al., 2008; this study) have initiated
an important theoretical effort to understand bistability, i.e.
how mirror structures can survive in mirror stable conditions
(Passot et al., 2006; Borgogno et al., 2007; Kuznetsov et al.,
2007a; Califano et al., 2008). We shall come back to this
issue in the next section devoted to comparison with models.

Note that, in binning the mirror parameterCM to display
the average skewness in Fig.5, the electron temperature ef-
fect is neglected. Taking this effect into account would lead

to replaceCM by CMe=CM−
1
2

(
T⊥
T‖

−1
)2

1
βe

+
1
β‖

(see Eq.2). In-

cluding the electron temperature term diminishesCM by ∼1,
5, 11, 13% forβe=0.1, 1, 10, 100, respectively; this can be
viewed as a small correction, comparable to the observational
uncertainties and similar to the effect regarding ion measure-
ments discussed in Sect. 3.2. Another effect concerns the
electron anisotropy (in the magnetosheathT⊥e/T‖e&1 Gary
et al. (2005); Masood and Schwartz(2008)). Both effects
tend to reduce the mirror parameter (and then shift the curve
of Fig. 5 to the left), but are not significant for our present
discussion.

5.4 Observations

To illustrate the findings of the previous section, we chose
two typical intervals displaying holes and peaks in their re-
spective “natural environment”. Mirror modes have been
detected by our algorithm from the magnetic fluctuations
throughout these intervals.

On 17 June 2002 (Fig.6), holes are observed relatively
close to the magnetopause (0.12<F<0.19) withδB/B up to
0.8. The skewness varies from−0.15 down to−1.7 with the
lower values corresponding to isolated depressions (at 15:17
for instance). The plasma is mostly mirror stable with two
short excursions in mirror unstable conditions for whichCM

remains below 1.2. This is consistent with the fact that the
peak/hole transition is seen forCM'1.5 i.e. holes exist in
stable conditions as well as in slightly unstable ones (close
to threshold).

On 27 May 2005 (Fig.7), peaks are observed close to
the middle magnetosheath (F'0.3) with relatively small
enhancementsδB/B'0.3. The skewness is quite vari-
able whereas the plasma conditions remains highly mirror-
unstable with 2.2<CM<3.1. By analogy with the simulation
results which are presented in the next section, this obser-
vation may correspond to the saturated phase of the mirror
instability with well developed peaks far from threshold.

6 Discussion: comparison with theory and simulations

Our final aim is to compare magnetosheath observations of
mirror structures with theoretical models and numerical sim-

Fig. 5. Average skewness as a function of the mirror parameterCM .
The vertical dashed line delineates the mirror threshold. The hor-
izontal dashed line delineates the region of predominance of holes
(below) from the one of peaks (above). The error bars are pro-
portional toσ/

√
N whereσ is the standard deviation andN is the

number of mirror events in each1CM=0.15 bin (Nmin=20 and
Nmax=675). The insert shows the distribution of mirror events as a
function ofCM : the peak is observed for marginally stable condi-
tions with respect to the mirror instability (CM'1).

ulations. For both these approaches, the key control parame-
ter is the distance to the instability threshold.

Recently, a simple hydrodynamic description of pressure
balanced magnetic structures has been proposed (Passot et
al., 2006), based on anisotropic MHD equations supple-
mented by an equation of state suitable for the quasi-static
regime. A similar equation of state has been kinetically de-
rived by Constantinescu(2002). This model is able to ac-
curately reproduce the mirror instability threshold. By min-
imizing the potential energy under the constraint of particle
conservation and frozen-in magnetic field, stable solutions
were obtained, in the form of magnetic holes at moderateβ,
or peaks whenβ is larger, provided the angleθkB between the
wave vector and the ambient field, together with the tempera-
ture anisotropy are sufficiently large. The model retaining no
kinetic effects, the mirror structures correspond to piece-wise
periodic non-linear solutions. An interesting point is that
within this framework, the phenomenon of bi-stability is also
observed, corresponding to the existence of stable nonlinear
magnetic holes in a regime where the plasma is mirror sta-
ble. For the piece-wise solutions of the model, the skewness
is equivalently replaced by a parameterλ that measures the
normalized length of the low magnetic field region (see Fig.8
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Fig. 6. Observations of magnetic holes by Cluster 1 on 17 June 2002 (same panels as in Fig. 1).

andPassot et al., 2006, for details on how it is computed). For
λ<0.5 the solution is hole-like whereas forλ>0.5 the solu-
tion is peak-like. On Fig.8, for threeθkB angles,λ is plotted
as a function ofCM , calculated by varying the anisotropy for
fixed β‖. Qualitatively, the variations ofλ with CM depend
very slightly onβ‖, except for the domain of validity of the
solutions which is more restricted for smallerβ‖ (seePas-
sot et al., 2006, for detail on this issue). The model is able
to reproduce the general behavior revealed by the observa-
tions: for a large angle (for instance 70◦), hole solutions are
obtained in the bistability region (CM<1) and slightly above
threshold, whereas at large distance from threshold, magnetic
peaks are obtained. For larger angles, solutions in mirror un-
stable plasmas are obtained only for large enough beta (β‖=8
at 80◦) whereas for angles smaller than∼60◦ solutions exist
only in unstable plasmas.

Although a MHD description appears to be sufficient to
obtain a valid instability threshold and to reproduce the bista-
bility phenomenon, retaining kinetic effects such as Landau
damping and finite Larmor radius corrections is mandatory
to determine the linear growth rate as well as to investigate
the nonlinear development of the mirror instability. This

has been achieved in further developments of the present
Landau-fluid model (Passot and Sulem, 2006; Borgogno et
al., 2007). A dynamical model for nonlinear mirror modes
near threshold has also been recently proposed byKuznetsov
et al. (2007a) using a reductive perturbative expansion of
the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. In this model, the saturation
mechanism is due to local variations of the ion Larmor radius
which are supplemented phenomenologically, leading to the
bistability phenomenon and also the variation of the skew-
ness with the distance to threshold. It differs from previous
models for which the saturation is provided by the cooling
of a population of trapped ions (Kivelson and Southwood,
1996; Pantellini, 1998).

Studying the evolution of mirror modes and the formation
of coherent structures is possible by means of direct simula-
tions of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. We refer in partic-
ular to hybrid simulations in an expanding box (HEB code,
seeHellinger and Tŕavńıček, 2005, and references therein).
The expanding box simulation models an evolution of a small
fraction of the plasma which expands under the effect of the
global magnetosheath flow around the magnetospheric cav-
ity. The model replaces the spatial dependence by a temporal
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Fig. 7. Observations of magnetic peaks by Cluster 1 on 27 May 2005 (same panels as in Fig. 1).

one and neglects global inhomogeneities/heat fluxes (physi-
cal lengths increase linearly with time). In this way, it pro-
vides a self-consistent mean to study the dynamical proper-
ties of waves driven by the magnetosheath plasma.

The simulation discussed hereafter is described in
Trávńıcek et al.(2007); we focus here on different quantities.
Figure9 displays the evolution of the system, in the plane
(skewness,CMe), where the skewness is evaluated from the
magnetic fluctuations in the parallel direction. Initial con-
ditions correspond to an homogeneous plasma only weakly
unstable with respect to the mirror and proton cyclotron in-
stabilities:T⊥/T‖=1.1 andβ‖=13 (CMe=1.4, indicated by a
cross on the right panel of Figure9). The duration of the sim-
ulation is 36 000�−1

p which corresponds to 36 characteristic
expansion times (�p is the initial proton gyrofrequency). As
expansion proceeds, the anisotropy increases together with
mirror mode fluctuations which remain mainly sinusoidal
(with thus an almost vanishing skewness) untilCMe'3. The
distance to threshold increases and mirror oscillations grow
in amplitude and start shaping as peaks, up to the point where
the instability saturates (β‖=7, CMe'3.8). Enhanced wave
particle interactions induce proton isotropization which lim-

its the anisotropy growth due to expansion. The system grad-
ually reaches a marginally stable state. However, due to the
expansion,β continues to decrease, which further reduces
the distance to threshold. This effect is supplemented by a
gradual damping of the saturated peaks and by the formation
of deeper and more isolated holes (the peak/hole transition
is achieved atβ‖'3.1, CMe'1.7), until the mirror threshold
CMe=1 is reached. From the analysis of Fig. 2a inTrávńıcek
et al. (2007), the transition from positive to negative skew-
ness corresponds to a saturation of the mirror fluctuations.
This transition is consistent with the observations of Fig.3.
WhenCM is decreased further, hole structures are damped
but still survive below threshold. This behavior is also in
agreement with the bistability phenomenon described earlier.

An interesting feature is that in HEB simulations, mirror
fluctuations are seen forθkB'70◦ (see Fig. 2b inTrávńıcek et
al., 2007) while the (CM , skewness) curve in the fluid model
(Fig. 8) compares favorably to both observation and simula-
tion curves for this angle. Within the three approaches the
peak-hole transition is observed forCM=1.7 in the simu-
lation (see Fig.9), CM=1.5 in the model (see Fig.8), and
CM=1.4 in the observations (see Fig.5 where an integration
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Fig. 8. Shape factor (λ) of the solutions ofPassot et al.(2006)’s
fluid model, as a function of the mirror parameterCM . As shows
the insert in the lower right corner,λ<0.5 corresponds to “hole” so-
lutions andλ>0.5 corresponds to “peak” solutions. The bistability
region is in the range 0<CM<1. The different curves correspond to
the validity domain of the solutions of the model for threeθkB and
threeβ‖ values: 2 (dotted line), 4 (solid line), and 8 (dash-dotted
line). For given angle andβ‖ values the solutions of the model live
in a range of temperature anisotropy, i.e in a range ofCM values.

over all θkB values is implicit). The three approaches thus
suggest thatCM'1.5 is a significant threshold for the tran-
sition between hole and peak mirror structures. The value in
excess to 1 originates from the fact that hole structures ex-
ist in a large domain of plasma conditions (not too far from
threshold tough), while peaks dwell only in mirror unstable
plasmas.

Califano et al.(2008) also performed simulations of the
Vlasov-Maxwell equations in an extended computational do-
main, in the case of an homogeneous plasma. They show
that it is possible to obtain hole structures similar to those
obtained in the HEB model when the system is initially far
from threshold. In the same paper, the persistence of large
amplitude magnetic holes below threshold is observed and
interpreted as as the signature of bistability.

Concerning the formation of magnetic peaks, conclusions
similar to ours were proposed byBaumg̈artel et al.(2003),
based on hybrid simulations of the saturation of the mirror
instability. This contrasts with the predictions of the theo-
retical models ofKivelson and Southwood(1996) andPan-
tellini (1998). Baumg̈artel et al.(2003) suggests that this di-
vergence might be attributed to the fact that these models as-
sume the conservation of the magnetic moment for protons,

a condition which may be violated at the scale of the mirror
structures.

Finally, all three approaches share a common feature: in
absolute term, extreme negative skewness values are larger
than positive ones. As described in Sect. 3.3 and showed
in Fig. 1, these larger values do not mean holes are deeper
than peaks are high, but that holes appear in a more isolated
manner than peaks. Indeed, in contrast with peaks, holes can
exist in mirror stable plasma, which means they do not need
particular conditions to survive.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we used a statistical analysis of five years of
Cluster data, supplemented by a fluid model and hybrid sim-
ulations to describe different morphological aspects of mirror
structures. We use the skewness of the magnetic field fluc-
tuations over 5 min windows to characterize these shapes, as
negative (positive) skewness is associated with hole (peak)
structures. We show that these different shapes can be related
to different stages of the mirror mode dynamics which, in our
analysis, is tracked by the mirror parameterCM=β⊥(T⊥

T‖
−1)

which is equal to 1 at threshold. These approaches favor-
ably compare regarding the existence of a bistability phe-
nomenon, associated with a subcritical bifurcation: mirror
structures in the form of magnetic holes exist below the linear
threshold. This bistability phenomenon may also explain ob-
servational signatures of mirror modes in a large wavenum-
ber regime where the growth rate is negative (Sahraoui et
al., 2006). As shown by numerical simulations, the nonlin-
ear saturation of the mirror instability leads in contrast to the
formations of magnetic peaks.

In most previous analyses, the shape of the mirror struc-
tures was related to the value of the plasmaβ. We here show
that the distance to threshold is a more relevant controlling
parameter because of its direct link to the mirror mode dy-
namics. The skewness of mirror fluctuations are indeed cor-
related withCM : deep holes, due to the bistability process,
are observed for mirror stable conditions (CM<1), sinusoidal
mirror modes and moderate holes and peaks are encountered
near thresholdCM'1.5, whereas large peaks, are obtained
far from thresholdCM&2. Because they are present in unsta-
ble plasmas, peaks are generally observed in groups whereas
holes can appear isolated. This is illustrated by the skew-
ness magnitudes which are, in all the three approaches, sig-
nificantly larger (in absolute value) for holes than for peaks.
The location of the mirror structures in the magnetosheath
is tracked by computing the fractional distanceF between
the shock (F=1) and the magnetopause (F=0). In agree-
ment with other studies (Joy et al., 2006; Soucek et al., 2008),
we find that peaks are mostly observed in the middle of the
magnetosheath whereas most holes are observed close to the
magnetopause. This is also in agreement with hybrid sim-
ulations which mimic the magnetosheath plasma condition
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Fig. 9. Results of the HEB simulation code. On the left panel the skewness of parallel magnetic fluctuations as a function of protonβ‖ is
displayed. The time evolves from highβ‖ values to lower ones whereas the anisotropy increases, both processes being due to the forced
expansion of the plasma box modeled in the code. The transition from positive to negative skewness occurs forβ‖'3.1. On the right panel
the skewness is plotted as a function ofCMe (βe = 1) and the starting point of the simulation is referenced by the cross.

evolution from the shock (largeβ, moderate anisotropy) to
the magnetopause (smallβ, large anisotropy).

From the combined views of observations and models we
can propose the following scenario for the evolution of mir-
ror structures. Large peak structures grow out from mod-
erately unstable plasma (typically observed behind the bow
shock), reaching saturation at sufficiently large distance from
threshold (in the middle magnetosheath depending on the
convection time), and, asβ is further decreased closer to the
magnetopause, the plasma turns to be mirror stable, which
is accompanied by a decay of the peaks to the profit of hole
structures which can survive these conditions. Close to the
magnetopause, trains of magnetic holes with very small val-
ues of the magnetic field amplitude can modify the reconnec-
tion rate. Further down the magnetosheath flanks, the analy-
sis ofSoucek et al.(2008) showed that mostly magnetic holes
are observed even at larger magnetopause distance, due to a
gradual decrease in temperature anisotropy.

On the observational point of view, a challenge is posed
by recent theoretical worksCalifano et al.(2008) which pre-
dict, near threshold, a flattening of the distribution functions
at small parallel velocities (corresponding to resonant parti-
cles). Precise measurements at small energies are then re-
quired to capture this effect due to a diffusion in velocity
space. Another interesting development that multi-spacecraft
observations can achieve, would be to observe the same
structure in different stages of evolution in order to study the
mirror dynamics, as in the numerical simulations.
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